
Zeck Mono Leader Pro Catfish 20m

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-MLP

The absolutely smooth surface and the certain 
stiffness are particularly advantageous in flowing 
waters and when using agile baitfish (where 
permitted).

from 10,95 € * 10,95 €

Discover the Zeck Mono Leader Pro - The ultimate leader for 
catfish from Zeck Fishing

Excellent quality and performance direct from Japan

Proudly made in Japan, the Zeck Mono Leader Pro catfish leader represents the pinnacle of innovation in 
catfish leaders. As the leading product from Zeck Fishing, this monofilament leader offers a perfect 
combination of suppleness and unrivalled abrasion resistance, making it the preferred catfish leader for 
discerning anglers.

Key features that leave nothing to be desired

20m running length: Designed for a variety of catfish rigs, it offers flexibility and efficiency.
Load capacity from 36-90kg: Designed to take on and win the fight with the biggest catfish.
Diameter of 0.78-1.28mm: Provides an ideal blend of strength and discretion underwater.
Transparent line colour: Ensures invisibility in the water to outwit even the most cautious catfish.
Polyamide material: Guarantees durability and high knot strength.

Unbeatable advantages for ambitious catfish anglers

Prevention of tangles: Specially developed to prevent knots and tangles, the Zeck catfish leader 
makes every fishing trip easier.
Easy handling: Despite its impressive strength, the catfish leader is easy to handle and knot.
Superior abrasion resistance: Proven in comparative tests to be up to 20% more resistant to abrasion 



than other materials.
Perfect for waters with strong currents: The smooth yet stiff texture makes it the ideal catfish 
leader in challenging conditions.

Trust in the quality of Zeck Fishing

Thanks to our exclusive collaboration with the traditional Japanese company Momoi, we can guarantee that 
the Zeck Mono Leader Pro is a catfish leader that is unrivalled in terms of quality and performance. Whether 
in strong currents or when using lively baitfish, the Zeck leader stands for maximum efficiency and 
reliability.

Choose Zeck Mono Leader Pro, the premium leader for catfish, and experience fishing on a new level.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

